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BALLIFIELD PRIMARY SCHOOL 
 

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION POLICY  
 

 
 

 

 
Religious education encourages pupils to value traditions of their own cultural 
and religious backgrounds and to respect those of other people. It provides 
opportunities for pupils to explore religious and spiritual aspects of the human 
experience, central to the lives of many people. 
 

Religious Education is given equal standing with other core and foundation 
subjects. A scheme of work involves all classes within school and is devised 
to develop continuity and progression with a main focus on Christianity, but 
also embracing other faiths particularly Islam and Judaism. Many skills are 
encouraged including questioning, exploring, investigating and reflecting as 
appropriate ways of pupils reaching decisions. Much work involves discussion 
and debate. R.E. is taught in KS1 and KS2 using the new up-dated Sheffield 
R.E. syllabus, some aspects of the R.E. QCA and, in KS2, the KCP R.E. 
Scheme of Work. Some R.E. may often reflect celebrations and festivals of 
the religious calendar. Issues pertinent to the school and it’s community also 
feature, such as belonging, differences, respect and trust, and these are often 
explored in religious assemblies. R.E. may often overlap with PSHE issues. In 
the Foundation Stage, R.E. is part of the ongoing Early Learning Goals. 

 
 
 

 

Lessons might include discussions of issues, drama/role play, art/craft, 
handling artefacts, video and DVD clips, visits, visitors and speakers and 
some written work recorded in books or on sheets. We are beginning to 
develop ways of assessing and recording work done in R.E. throughout 
school 
Key resources are located in the boxes and drawers stored centrally and 
comprise of books, music, videos, posters, artefacts, clothes etc. Contacts are 
maintained with the local church abd community with relevant visits and 
visitors arranged as necessary. 

 
 
 

 
The four attainment targets are: 
 
AT1 – Belief, faith, deity and commitment 
AT2 – Worship, ritual, sacrifice, symbolism, prayer, religious language 
AT3 – Universality of Religion 
AT4 – Relationship of the natural world. 
 
These are covered involving mainly strands of Christianity, Judaism and 
Islam. 

Broad purpose 

Organisation. 

Broad framework 
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Half-termly planning of R.E. is carried out for the Planning Files. We are 
currently looking at ways of assessing R.E. such as keeping evidence of 
children’s work and trying to level it. 
 
 

 
 

 

The R.E. curriculum at Ballifield provides equal access for: 
 

� Males and females 
� Young people of differing religious beliefs and cultural backgrounds 
� All ability levels within the school 

 
 

 
 

 

This policy, as well as the current schemes of work, will be reviewed annually 
as part of the SDP. The curriculum is regularly monitored for coverage. 
 
 
 
  

Assessment and record keeping 

Equal Opportunities: 

Monitoring and Evaluating the Policy 


